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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Trade and globalization have no doubt resulted in increased jobs and wealth around the world, but up until now it has only been the few largest players who have been able to take full advantage of globalization. If a small business wished to participate in the global economy, it was largely relegated to providing an intermediate product to a large multi-national supply process. This model for trade is the result of the immense resources that have traditionally been required to develop an international consumer base and deliver a product or service efficiently across borders.

A parallel model for trade is emerging. Technology, particularly drawing on the Internet, is now enabling businesses of all sizes to trade directly with consumers around the world. This new model for trade is exciting because it means that a technology-enabled small business can maintain a local presence and contribute to its local economy while increasing its revenue by reaching out to a global customer base. The model can be referred to as the Global Empowerment Network.

This report demonstrates the great transformative power of the Global Empowerment Network. eBay Inc. has released four reports over the past two years describing how technology-enabled small businesses in the developed world have benefited from trade. This report confirms that the Global Empowerment Network works for everyone: developed, emerging, and developing countries.

First, we can show that the technology-enabled global marketplace truly is flat. Barriers to trading across distance are 83% lower for trade over such a marketplace compared to traditional markets. The effect is even more pronounced looking solely at trade by developing countries (94%).

Second, by analysing eight developing and emerging markets, we can show that the benefits of technology are also being realized by enterprises of all sizes in those markets. Technology-enabled businesses in developing and emerging economies see increased export
rates, endless number of markets within reach, and higher survival rates in precisely the same way as technology-enabled businesses in the developed world.

The findings of the report are impressive; some of the highlights include:

1) **Over 95%** of the small businesses analysed in the study engage in exporting.

2) Across the eight markets analysed, the average number of international markets that exporters reach is **around 30 to 40**.

3) **60-80%** of new businesses analysed “survive” their first year. The respective figure for traditional exporters is only around 30-50%.

The report concludes with a detailed policy analysis of the eight countries providing a lens into the creative policies that governments have adopted to foster the growth of technology-enabled small businesses. The analysis also puts forward policy recommendations for these governments to consider. Policy is an underlying factor in creating an effective Global Empowerment Network.

The policy areas identified as key for creating the right conditions that would allow small businesses to benefit from the Global Empowerment Network are:

- **Investment in Open, Interconnected Broadband and Smartphone Technology**
- **Optimized and Harmonized Shipping and Postal Regimes**
- **Robust Intermediary Liability Protections**
- **Increased and Harmonized De Minimis Thresholds**
- **International Exhaustion of Copyright and Trademark**
- **Promoting Electronic Payment Methods**
- **Improved Customs Processes Through Increased Technology Adoption**
- **Recognition of Technology-Enabled Small Businesses and the Global Empowerment Network in Free Trade Agreements**

We hope this report will begin a new conversation on global trade. Technology is revolutionizing the type of actors and the method by which these actors engage in and benefit from trade. We hope that policymakers will take note of these developments and will implement policies to further the exciting trends highlighted in this report.
INTRODUCTION

In a series of reports released in Europe, the United States, Australia and Asia-Pacific, eBay has shown that the powerful combination of the Internet and technology is enabling small businesses like never before to reach beyond a local customer base and build global operations.

**Commerce 3.0** is the term we have used to capture this development of online and offline worlds coming together and the merging of local and global markets. The idea that technology-enabled small businesses can maintain a local presence while providing goods and services on a global scale is a novel and exciting story.

Technology has created tools for businesses of all sizes to engage in trade. The Internet creates a truly global network. When the Internet is combined with technology solutions and services, businesses and consumers are empowered, and are able to connect and establish trust across national and cultural borders. This model can be referred to as the **Global Empowerment Network**, and it runs along side another internationalization model known as Global Value Chains.

Our previous reports looked at how the Internet and technology services – exemplified by the eBay Marketplace – shaped trade flows and export behavior of firms in developed markets. With this report, we have extended our research to study the impact of technology-enabled trade on firms in developing and emerging markets.

A team of economists at Sidley Austin LLP has conducted economic research based on a global dataset of cross-border eBay Marketplace transactions. They have compared this with “traditional” trade flows between countries. They have thereafter zoomed in on sellers in eight developing and emerging markets from around the world: Chile, Peru, Ukraine, South Africa, Jordan, India, Indonesia and Thailand.

As in our previous reports, the eBay Marketplace provides the illustration of a new model for trade that is taking shape. Importantly, we believe our findings to be applicable generally to the nexus of trade and technology.

This report is divided into three parts. First, we utilize economic analysis to describe what happens when technology meets trade in developing and emerging markets. We find that geographical distance in fact has a minimal trade-reducing effect on trade flows powered by technology. Second, we take a look at what this finding means for sellers in eight developing and emerging markets. We discover that it translates into internationally-minded entrepreneurs as well as export markets less dominated by a few large firms. Third, we set out to identify the key policy actions in developing and emerging markets that promote, and detract, from the ability of technology-enabled businesses to effectively reach world markets. Indeed, legal rules and administrative procedures have a key role to play in ensuring that the Global Empowerment Network continues to thrive.
TECHNOLOGY MEETS TRADE

As connectivity improves, the power of the Global Empowerment Network to allow small, local businesses to reach a global customer base will only increase.

• Internet access has grown by over 300% in developing and emerging markets between 2004 and 2012. For the same period, total sales on eBay have grown by almost 800% in developing countries.

• Distance matters 83% less for trade on Internet enabled global marketplaces compared to traditional markets.

• The significance of technology is even more pronounced for developing markets where distance matters 94% less for Internet enabled trade compared to traditional trade.

POWER OF THE GLOBAL EMPOWERMENT NETWORK

Trade and globalization have no doubt resulted in increased jobs and wealth around the world, but up until now it has only been the few largest players who have been able to take full advantage of globalization. If a small business wished to participate in the global economy it was largely relegated to providing an intermediate product to a large multi-national supply process (the Global Value Chains model). This model for trade is the result of the immense resources that have traditionally been required to develop an international consumer base and deliver a product or service efficiently across borders.

A parallel model for trade is emerging. Technology, particularly drawing on the Internet, is now enabling businesses of all sizes to trade directly with consumers around the world. This new model for trade is exciting because it means that a technology enabled small business can maintain a local presence and contribute to its local economy while increasing its revenue by reaching out to a global customer base. This model can be referred to as the Global Empowerment Network.

The Global Empowerment Network brings together a set of services and conditions that contribute to an emerging borderless system, which enables economic activity in new shapes and forms. This system of building blocks is presenting an alternative model for small businesses to join the global economy: they can build a global presence on a set of digital services and solutions that can be tweaked to accommodate their needs and resources. Where these services and solutions are complemented by the right legal and administrative conditions, we are on track to unlock the next wave of globalization that encompasses all countries, businesses of all sizes and shapes, and individuals.
We have identified the following four key building blocks of the Global Empowerment Network:

1. Connectivity at low cost and without gatekeepers
2. Innovative payment, marketing, translation, and marketplaces services
3. Moving products sold by many small traders around the world efficiently
4. Legal rules and administrative procedures for a world where small firms and consumers are part of global trade

With this report we explore the power of the Global Empowerment Network. We find that it is already transforming trade by allowing the smallest businesses and individuals to overcome geographic distance and trade confidently with each other. From there, we seek to identify the policies that are both furthering and hindering its use.
A fundamental building block of the Global Empowerment Network is connectivity. Little surprise therefore that, initially, digital commerce services, such as online marketplaces, have been used primarily by sellers and buyers located in developed countries with the roll out of reliable broadband, high throughput speeds, and drop in prices.

In 2013, it is estimated that about a third of all people in developing countries are using the Internet, compared to almost 80% in developed countries. However, in recent years, Internet usage has grown much faster in developing countries, as compared to the developed world.

Internet access has grown by over 300% in developing and emerging markets between 2004 and 2012. Internet enabled trade will gain in importance as the connectivity gap continues to close. For instance, during that same period, total sales on eBay have grown by almost 800% in developing countries.

FIGURE 1: SHARE OF INTERNET USERS

A key variable that is commonly found to have a large—and negative—impact on trade is geographic distance. Countries further apart trade less with each other. One typically finds that a 10% increase in distance reduces trade by 15–20%.

Trade over Internet enabled marketplaces, such as the eBay Marketplace, is much less affected by distance. Our research shows that a 10% increase in distance reduces eBay trade by only around 3%, whereas it reduces traditional exports by 18%—i.e. by almost six times as much.

Significantly, the impact of technology is even more pronounced in the case of trade from developing countries. We find that a 10% increase in distance results in no more than a 1% decrease in technology enabled trade from developing countries.

Put differently:

- Distance matters 83% less for trade on Internet enabled global marketplaces compared to traditional markets.
- For developing countries, the figure is 94%.

![Figure 2: Effect of distance on exports](image)

Note: The chart illustrates the trade-reducing effect of geographic distance. For example, a 1% increase in distance reduces eBay trade by 3.1%, and traditional trade by 18.4% (among all countries). The results are based on a regression analysis of global trade flows and are all statistically significant (see Appendix for details).
The power of the Internet and technology enabled services to facilitate communication and information exchange explains this trend. There are various and constantly evolving tools and services to inform choices and decisions.

To take an example, eBay has a system that rates sellers based on customer feedback. A seller who consistently delivers great customer experience may be rewarded the quality badge “eBay Top Rated Seller” (eTRS). The badge eTRS is of course only one of several criteria that may inform the consumer’s decision, but it is nevertheless a technology tool allowing buyers to overcome distance. This can be seen in how the negative effect of distance is lower for sellers with the eTRS badge as demonstrated in Figure 3.

**FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE OF TECHNOLOGY TOOL’S IMPACT ON DISTANCE EFFECT**

Note: The chart illustrates the trade-reducing effect of geographic distance for normal and top-rated eBay sellers (see Appendix for details).
WHEN TECHNOLOGY IS PUT TO USE

What happens when businesses in developing and emerging markets make use of Internet enabled global marketplaces?

- Almost all businesses analysed engage in exporting.
- They reach far more foreign markets than traditional exporters.
- Newcomers are able to quickly gain sizeable market shares.
- Newcomers have a higher probability of remaining in the market after their first year than they do in the traditional context.

We can conclude that the Global Empowerment Network carries great potential for small businesses in developing and emerging markets that want to capitalize on a worldwide customer base.

A LOOK AT EIGHT DEVELOPING & EMERGING MARKETS

The previous section showed that the Internet enabled global marketplaces — illustrated by the eBay Marketplace — bridge distance for trade.

To describe the importance and huge potential of this finding for entrepreneurs and business in developing and emerging markets, the Sidley Team undertook a more detailed analysis of eBay trade by “commercial sellers” based in eight different countries: Chile, Peru, Ukraine, South Africa, Jordan, India, Indonesia and Thailand.

We choose countries from several continents and representing both small and large developing and emerging countries.

The overall sales on eBay by commercial sellers in these eight countries have grown by 170% in only five years. Similarly, the number of commercial sellers from those countries trading on eBay is growing fast. It has doubled between 2008 and 2012.
Figure 4 illustrates the exceptional finding that almost all these technology-powered sellers are exporters. This stands in stark contrast to the situation for traditional firms. The World Bank provides survey data for a wide range of countries, showing the share of businesses that are exporting. This shows that only relatively small shares of firms are involved in export activities, even if one includes indirect exporting through intermediaries.

As shown in Figure 4, roughly 10-20% of traditional firms across the eight countries report that they are exporters. Thailand is an outlier, with 3 out of 4 firms reporting to export — but that is still lower than what we observe among eBay sellers.4

**FIGURE 4: SHARE OF SELLERS EXPORTING**

![Figure 4: Share of Sellers Exporting](image)

Note: eBay data is based on commercial sellers (annual sales ≥ USD 10'000) in 2012. World Bank data is from the “Enterprise Surveys” and includes firms that report to export indirectly (e.g., through intermediaries (see [www.enterprisesurveys.org/Methodology](http://www.enterprisesurveys.org/Methodology))).
These findings suggest that the Global Empowerment Network has the ability to enable any entrepreneur to reach foreign markets — and reach practically any market worldwide.

The Sidley Team found that commercial eBay sellers in the selected eight countries reach more than 200 different destinations, ranging from 93 markets reached by sellers in Jordan to 198 for those based in Thailand. \(^5\)

Across the eight markets analysed, the average number of different markets that individual exporters reach is around 30 to 40. This is a very different picture from what one can observe for traditional exporters. The Sidley Team analyzed such exporters based on a new database provided by the World Bank\(^6\) that covers exporters in 45 countries, including four of the eight countries covered by this report (Chile, Peru, Jordan and South Africa).

Figure 5 below contrasts our findings of eBay exporters with traditional exporters in these markets, who reach on average only 3-4 different markets.\(^7\)

---

**Figure 5: Number of Export Destinations**

![Bar chart showing number of export destinations by country for technology-enabled exporters and traditional exporters.](chart.png)

Note: Based on commercial sellers (annual exports ≥ USD 10’000) in 2012. Source for “traditional exporters”: World Bank EDD database (such data is not available for Indonesia, India, Thailand and the Ukraine).
We have already shown that trade over the eBay network is in general much less constrained by distance, which helps to explain why firms on eBay become successful exporters to a degree unmatched by traditional firms.

Indeed, looking specifically at the impact of distance on trade flows from the eight selected countries, geographic distance has no statistically significant effect on eBay trade – not even when controlling for variables such as the size of destination countries. The commercial sellers making use of the eBay network from the countries analyzed export almost independently of distance to the destination market.

In contrast, for traditional exports – based on a subset of such exports in products similar to the ones traded on eBay – distance to the destination market has a significant trade-reducing effect on eBay sales.

**FIGURE 6: EFFECT OF DISTANCE ON EXPORTS**

Note: The chart shows the results of a so-called “gravity regression”, in which the effect of geographical distance on trade flows is empirically tested. The chart shows the estimates (green for eBay exports and red for “traditional” exports) and a 95% confidence interval illustrated by the vertical lines. This shows how precisely the distance effect is estimated. If the confidence interval encompasses zero, then this means that the estimate is not statistically different from zero, i.e., there is no statistically significant effect of distance on exports. This is for example the case for the first estimate on the left (for eBay exports from Chile), whereas the second estimate (“traditional” exports from Chile) is negative and statistically different from zero (see Appendix for details).
As noted, traditionally, only large corporations engage in exporting. Data from the World Bank shows that conventional exports are totally dominated by established firms, with newcomers accounting for a mere 1-2% of exports. Moreover, World Bank data shows that the largest 5% of firms typically account for 80-90% of all exports of a country.

However, the proliferation of the Global Empowerment Network is changing this. We find that newcomers make up for a much larger share of sales on eBay. “Newcomers” — defined as sellers that did not make any sales in the previous year — account for substantial shares of sales. Across the eight countries, their share is on average around 26%, and in some countries even more (e.g., 42% in Indonesia).

Note: Newcomers (or “entrants”) are defined as commercial sellers that were active in one year, but did not make enough sales in the previous year to qualify for being a commercial seller. The results are based on an average across 2009-2012. Source for “traditional exporters”: World Bank EDD database, latest available year (2009 or 2010). Such data is not available for Indonesia, India, Thailand and the Ukraine.
We also find that the largest sellers on eBay do not dominate sales as they do in traditional markets – they only account for roughly one third of total sales. For example, 91% of Peru’s total traditional exports are conducted by the largest 5% of all exporters, and on eBay the equivalent figure is only 16%. Figure 8 shows these figures for all eight eBay markets and compares it with World Bank figures for the four markets for which we have such data.

![Figure 8: Concentration of Sales](image)

Note: The chart shows the share of sales conducted by the largest 5% of sellers. Only commercial eBay sellers with annual sales of at least USD 10’000 are considered. The results are based on 2012 data. Source for “traditional exporters”: World Bank EDD database, latest available year (2009 or 2010). Such data is not available for Indonesia, India, Thailand and the Ukraine.
Newcomers (i.e., eBay sellers that did not sell in the previous year) in developing countries also have a much higher chance to remain in the market – we find that 60-80% of new sellers “survive” their first year. The respective figure for traditional exporters – available again for four of the eight markets – is significantly lower. Only around 30-50% of such exporters remain active in their second year. This is shown in Figure 9.

**FIGURE 9: SURVIVAL RATES OF NEWCOMERS**

Note: The survival rate definition is taken from the World Bank to allow for comparability with the traditional data. It is defined as the share of newcomers that remain active in the second year (as compared to those entering the market in one year and dropping out in the next year). Only commercial eBay sellers with annual sales of at least USD 10’000 are considered (although we still consider them as “survivors” if their sales drop below that threshold in the second year). The results are based on an average across 2009-2011. Source for “traditional exporters”: World Bank EDD database, latest available year (2009 or 2010). Such data is not available for Indonesia, India, Thailand and the Ukraine.
These findings demonstrate how the Global Empowerment Network helps eBay sellers in a number of developing and emerging markets to reach consumers all around the globe. The benefits of new technologies reach entrepreneurs in all markets, and both large and small ones.

Previous research undertaken by eBay had focused on eBay sellers in developed countries. In fact, our new findings show that eBay sellers in developing and emerging markets are indeed fairly similar, or, in some respect, even better linked to international markets.

Figure 10 below compares some of the key indicators with previous results for eBay sellers in five other markets – Australia, Germany, France, Great Britain and the United States. One can see that the share of commercial eBay sellers that are exporting is even slightly higher in developing and emerging markets, but sellers in developed markets are also in most cases exporters. In terms of the number of foreign countries that sellers reach on average, results are fairly similar across all countries. The same applies to survival rates or the concentration of sales among sellers.

Overall, these findings demonstrate that the benefits of new technologies are spread globally, and in very similar ways across markets in different regions and at different levels of economic development.

**FIGURE 10: COMPARISON OF KEY RESULTS WITH FIVE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES**

Note: Findings for the five developed countries are based on the same definitions used for the other eight markets. Figures for US refer to 2010, and for Germany (DEU), France (FRA), Great Britain (GBR) and Australia (AUS) refer to 2011. Survival rates are averages across all available years.
The Global Empowerment Network is having a strong economic effect on developing and emerging markets around the world. This section conducts an individual economic and policy analysis of the eight countries highlighted in the section above. The conclusion is that the Global Empowerment Network impacts developing and emerging markets just as it impacts developed markets.

Appropriate legal rules and administrative procedures form part of the building blocks of an effective Global Empowerment Network.

Governments’ policy action should ensure that critical conditions are adapted to the resources and needs of the smallest firm everywhere.

To that end, we identify the following policy actions as key:

- Investment in Open, Interconnected Broadband and Smartphone Technology
- Optimized and Harmonized Shipping and Postal Regimes
- Robust Intermediary Liability Protections
- Increased and Harmonized De Minimis Thresholds
- International Exhaustion of Copyright and Trademark
- Promoting Electronic Payment Methods
- Improved Customs Processes Through Increased Technology Adoption
- Recognition of Technology-Enabled Small Businesses and the Global Empowerment Network in Free Trade Agreements

This section will discuss the economic effect of the Global Empowerment Network on the eight developing and emerging markets analyzed. It will also describe two positive policies that each government has adopted to build the foundation for the Global Empowerment Network. Finally, it will make a single policy recommendation for each country to consider.

The Global Empowerment Network may be underpinned by technology but its effectiveness also depends on the right legal rules and administrative procedures. Therefore, in order to further the policy element, we look to complement our economic findings with policy proposals.

Based on publicly available information on the eight selected countries, we have conducted an assessment of the economic and policy situation relevant to exporting by technology-powered small businesses. Based on this assessment and our experience from other markets, we highlight two positive policy developments for each country. We also make one recommendation per country for policy action that would enhance technology-enabled trade.

In no way do we pretend that entrepreneurs and businesses in developing and emerging markets have access to ideal digital services. Still, technology has moved the needle quite far and we need to ensure the trade regime catches up. Our message is that only the combination of policy and technology will create a global trading environment that works for everyone.
CHILE

According to the Santiago Chamber of Commerce (CCS), more than 2 million Chileans shop online, and spend over USD 400 million a year. This growth is accompanied by an increase in the percentage of Internet users and the country’s Internet connectivity index. According to the Economist Intelligence Unit, the environment for e-commerce in Chile is more advanced than in other Latin American nations due to greater use of credit cards, personal computers, and the Internet.

Our research shows that all commercial Chilean sellers using eBay export and they reach on average 28 different markets. In total, Chilean sellers export to 98 different markets.

This situation of easy exporting by technology-powered sellers is clearly reflected in a sense of exceptionally low entry / start-up barriers. Chilean businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace charge ahead and succeed: all newcomers combined grab about 30% of total sales in their first year and…

ALL DESTINATIONS REACHED BY COMMERCIAL SELLERS BASED IN CHILE IN 2012
around 80% survive that critical first year. Finally, the concentration of sales by the top 5% of Chilean sellers on eBay is notable at only 16% – whereas 92% of Chile’s traditional exports are conducted by its 5% largest exporters. The key results for Chile are summarized in the chart below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share exporting (%)</th>
<th>Number of different destinations</th>
<th>Market share of newcomers (%)</th>
<th>Survival rate of newcomers (%)</th>
<th>Concentration of sales (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology-enabled</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We identify two policy actions that may have contributed to this positive trend:

**Recognizing Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Technology-Enabled Trade**

Recognizing that SMEs engage in international trade and face unique barriers is an important first step to removing the barriers that these businesses face. The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between the US and Chile contains an important chapter on E-Commerce where Article 15.5 recognizes the global nature of technology-enabled commerce and the importance of removing barriers for SMEs to enjoy the benefits of e-commerce. This type of provision should be used in other FTAs and should also be developed by, e.g., adding specific measurable requirements on the governments to remove barriers to technology-enabled SME trade.

**Network Neutrality**

Small business entities are the most likely to be discriminated against or blocked because they do not have any leverage against Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Larger entities may be able to afford to pay for faster service provision, or utilize their large user bases to exercise leverage against an ISP. Small entities do not have such means.
Maintaining an open playing field on the Internet, where every actor on the edge of the network has an equal opportunity to access a consumer, brings clear benefits to small and medium sized Internet businesses.

Chile was the first country in the world to codify the doctrine of net neutrality. An amendment of 2010 to the Telecommunications Act prohibits ISPs from arbitrarily blocking, interfering, discriminating, hindering, or restricting the right of any Internet user to engage in lawful use of the network. This law ensures that the Internet will remain equally open to businesses, and consumers, of all sizes.

To further enhance the opportunities for small businesses to use the Global Empowerment Network to trade globally, we make the following recommendation:

**Raise the De Minimis Threshold**

The de minimis threshold is the monetary level below which an importer of physical goods is exempted from customs duty and paperwork requirements. The Chilean de minimis threshold is currently set at only USD 30. This low de minimis threshold slows down cross border technology-enabled trade for Chilean consumers, but also more importantly, limits the ability of Chilean technology-powered traders to offer returns services to their global customers.

Returns are an essential part of the retail experience. In the current environment, providing cross border returns is difficult for technology enabled businesses because if a good is valued at a level above the de minimis threshold, then upon its return it may be subject to customs duty and paperwork requirements, and the responsibility for those would fall on the seller. Rather than offering returns, many times a seller from a country with a low de minimis threshold will refuse to offer returns or will simply ship a new product rather than dealing with the hassle of receiving a return.

Chilean sellers that want to offer returns should not be subject to additional burdens. Several members of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperative (APEC) signed a pathfinder initiative in November of 2011 that recognized the importance of providing higher de minimis levels. Members that signed the pathfinder initiative agreed to raise their de minimis threshold to USD 100 by the end of 2012. Chile is, unfortunately, not one of the participating economies in this initiative. Chile should reconsider raising its de minimis level.
Peru is one of the countries where technology-enabled trade is particularly helpful in overcoming geographic distance. Distance has a significant negative effect on traditional trade flows — a 10% increase in distance reduces Peru’s exports by 20%. In contrast, exports over digital services networks such as the eBay Marketplace are about 10 times less affected by distance — and that effect is not even statistically significant.\(^\text{16}\)

Our research shows that all commercial Peruvian sellers use eBay to export and they reach on average 25 different foreign markets — in contrast to traditional exporters, who reach 3 on average. In total, Peruvian eBay sellers export to 100 different foreign markets.

Peruvian businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace are seeing strong success: Combined, newcomers account for about 20% of total sales in a given year, compared to a share of only 2% that new “traditional” exporters have. Around 72% of eBay sellers survive that critical first year. The concentration of sales by the top 5% of Peru’s sellers on eBay is only 16%, compared to 91% among traditional exporters, showing that online sales are much less concentrated among a few large sellers or firms.
The chart below illustrates these key results for Peru.

Our research points to in particular two policy circumstances that contribute to this positive situation:

**Relatively high De Minimis**

Peru has its de minimis threshold — the level below which customs duties and paperwork are not required on imports — set at USD 200. This enables Peruvian businesses to offer returns on their products and lowers costs and delays for Peruvian consumers. The Peruvian de minimis level is the highest of the countries discussed in this report. But other countries around the world have even higher de minimis levels. Australia has its de minimis level set to USD 1,000. An eBay commissioned report entitled Enabling Australian Export Opportunities demonstrated that Australian technology-powered exporters have seen strong growth in the past few years. Moreover, legislation has been introduced in the United States to increase the de minimis threshold from USD 200 to USD 800.

Peru has set the benchmark for other countries in this study with its USD 200 de minimis, but Peru can also see additional cost savings by increasing its current de minimis level.

**Limitations on Liability for Internet Intermediaries**

The Internet relies on intermediaries that provide online services and build functional communication networks for user interaction. The growth of intermediaries is directly correlated to the growth of the digital economy. These intermediaries serve
as platforms for large amounts of users; it is not possible for intermediaries to proactively monitor all of the actions of their users. Limitations on liability enable online platforms to host user generated content without risking unmitigated liability.

An example on point is the provision that formed part of the US-Peru FTA stipulating limitations in national law regarding the scope of remedies available against service providers for infringements of intellectual property rights that they do not control. Appropriately crafted liability limitations are crucial for the development of the Global Empowerment Network.

The technology-enabled free trade that is becoming a reality benefits both consumers and businesses. This reality coming of age sees no borders. As demonstrated, digital services are already empowering individuals and businesses to overcome geographical distance. Legislation must not maintain borders no longer felt by traders or consumers.

In that spirit, we recommend:

**Clarify Scope of Exhaustion of Copyright and Trademark as International**

Intellectual Property rights grant a manufacturer the right to control the initial marketing of the product bearing a copyright or trademark. However, once the product has been put on the market — for instance sold to a consumer or to a retailer — the copyright/trademark owner can no longer use the copyright/trademark rights to exercise control over that product. The owner has exhausted that right. The exhaustion doctrine promotes alienability of goods, rewards innovative sourcing methods, provides a backbone for a robust secondary market, and prevents harmful downstream market restrictions.

Some countries apply the international exhaustion doctrine whereby the rights are exhausted irrespective of where the products are put on the market. Other countries exercise more restrictive doctrines where exhaustion only occurs if the product is placed on the market in that country or within a region.

Here, Peru should clarify that its copyright and trademark laws follow the international exhaustion doctrine — once a good is sold anywhere in the world its distribution can no longer be controlled by the rights owner. For instance, it is unclear under Peru’s copyright law when the copyright owner’s right to control importation is exhausted. This empowers rights owners to restrict sales of legitimate products into Peru. Technology is opening up world markets and creating an open level playing field. Copyright and trademark law should not be used as a tool to prevent the lawful trade of goods in the global digital economy.
UKRAINE

ITU figures demonstrate that Ukraine had an internet penetration of 31% in 2011, up from 5% in 2006. The use of mobile Internet is also rising as an estimated 16% of urban Ukrainians have access to the mobile Internet. Our research shows that all commercial Ukrainian sellers are using eBay to export. Commercial sellers making use of the eBay Marketplace are among those reaching the largest number of foreign markets — on average 37 different markets. Overall, sellers based in the Ukraine are reaching 152 different markets around the globe.

Ukrainian businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace are growing. Newcomers — sellers not active in the previous year — account for 22% of total eBay sales and around 64% survive that critical first year. Sales on eBay are also not very concentrated — the largest 5% of sellers only account for 33% of all sales. The chart below summarizes these results.

ALL DESTINATIONS REACHED BY COMMERCIAL SELLERS BASED IN UKRAINE IN 2012
There are several Ukrainian policy choices that have led to the increase in technology-enabled trade, including:

**High Speed Mobile Broadband Investment**

Ukraine’s Open World project is designed to develop a 4G broadband network throughout Ukraine. The initiative promotes educational uses of the Internet and describes how a wide variety of services will be enabled by increased broadband adoption.

This program reflects a key understanding of the Internet, namely that value is created at the edge. Moreover, the more users on the network the more valuable the network becomes. The project brief also notes that the state will “create a beneficial regulatory environment.” This statement demonstrates that the Ukrainian government recognizes that deployment of broadband is not enough. Regulatory policies across the board must be updated to foster the digital environment.

“Deployment of such a project will revolutionize many of the out-of-date systems of Ukraine and have far reaching social and economic benefits.”

**Electronic Customs Processing**

Ukraine has a long-standing Law on Electronic Documents, which puts electronic documents on a legal level playing field with paper documents. More importantly, however, the new Customs Code of Ukraine, which took effect in June 2012 and is a step towards EU accession, is encouraging the use of electronic declaration forms and is aiming at having 50% of goods declared to customs electronically in 2012. To have 50% of goods declared to customs electronically in 2012.

The new Customs Code also enables customs rulings to be delivered electronically. Global trade is now digital. Creating a digital customs process will enable the continued growth of the digital economy.
Ukraine can do even more to foster the growth of the digital economy:

**Continue to Modernize Ukrainian Post**

The Ukrainian Postal Service is a nationwide distribution system. Ukraine has met the Universal Postal Services (UPU) “A-Level” rating and a UPU report from 2011 found that Ukraine ranked among the top 25 countries in postal e-services development. Yet, in the World Economic Forum’s Enabling Trade Report 2012, Ukraine was ranked 74 out of 132 in postal service efficiency. In 2008, Minister of Transport and Communications of Ukraine Yosyp Vinsky recognized that the Ukrainian postal service needed to improve operations and in 2009 the Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers endorsed the concept of developing the Ukrainian Postal Service.

The Ukrainian postal service could continue to improve by partnering and promoting technology services that leverage efficiencies in scale and aggregation to achieve volume discounts. Ukrpost would also benefit from working with other countries to harmonize shipping platforms between countries. Finally, Ukrpost could work with the private sector to create interoperable systems that both the public and private sectors can utilize. Creating interoperable tracking systems would enable merchants and consumers to track their packages throughout the shipping process, and thus to improve reliability.
South Africa is a leader in online commerce in Africa. A study of Internet penetration in South Africa conducted by World Wide Worx found that 20% of formal, registered SMEs cannot exist without their websites.30

South Africa is an example where we find that eBay sellers sell even more to distant than to closer markets, whereas traditional exports decrease with distance. Indeed, we can also see that South African sellers using the eBay Marketplace reach a large number of countries in contrast to traditional firms – an average of about 30 markets on the eBay marketplace versus less than 5 markets. Our research shows that all commercial South African sellers use eBay to export. Commercial sellers making use of the eBay Marketplace are reaching on average 30 different markets. Overall, sellers based in the South Africa are reaching 118 different markets around the globe.

South African businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace are thriving. Newcomers account for 27% of sales – whereas the respective figure for traditional firms is only 2%. Around 69% of eBay sellers survive that critical first year – and only
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**ALL DESTINATIONS REACHED BY COMMERCIAL SELLERS BASED IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 2012**

![Map showing destinations reached by commercial sellers based in South Africa in 2012](image)
48% of traditional firms. The concentration of sales among the top 5% of South African sellers on eBay is lower than for traditional firms (33% versus 90%). The chart below summarizes these results.

There are some important policies that are facilitating technology-enabled small business trade in South Africa:

**Harmonization and Modernization of Customs Processes**

The South African Customs Union (SACU) is the world’s oldest customs union. Its members include Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland. It was designed to encourage the free movement of goods between member countries. In 2009, the SACU in conjunction with the World Customs Organization launched a three year initiative designed to create harmonized customs policies in the region. The initiative was also designed to improve risk management and information technology aspects of customs in the region.

Small businesses are disproportionality affected by complicated customs procedures. Harmonizing procedures reduces the number of considerations a small business needs to account for when engaging in trade. Modernizing standards, particularly through the introduction of technological solutions, greatly reduces costs for small businesses and reduces barriers to the customs process.

Standardization and simplification of customs processes should be a central goal for governments around the world that are interested in seeing an increase in technology-enabled small business trade.
Harmonization and Cooperation on Postal

The South Africa-European Union Agreement on Trade, Development and Cooperation Article 56 contains unique language on postal cooperation:

“Cooperation in this area shall include:

(a) exchange of information and dialogue on postal matters in relation to, inter alia, regional and international activities, regulatory aspects and policy decisions

(b) technical assistance on regulation, operational standards and human resource development

(c) promotion and implementation of joint projects, including research, on technological development in this sector”

This provision is notable for two reasons: 1) postal services are included in the discussion of an FTA; and 2) policy, regulation, and technological development are all identified as keys to cooperation. Harmonization and simplification of policy and regulation, as well as increased technological investment and development of postal services are extremely beneficial for technology enabled small businesses that utilize the postal service to move their goods around the world. Finally, moving some of these aspirations from a bilateral discussion to a multi-lateral would be greatly beneficial as multi-lateral harmonization would further reduce divergent burdensome standards.

South Africa is seeing strong growth of its technology enabled small business, but there is more that can be done to create a healthy environment for technology enabled businesses:

Investing in Broadband Access Proliferation

South Africa has the laudable goal of universal broadband access by 2020. However, in 2013, a report by the Broadband Commission, an international body set up by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and UNESCO, ranked South Africa at 111 out of 183 countries on fixed broadband penetration (2.2 connections per 100 inhabitants). On a positive note, the report noted that South Africa ranked number 62 out of 170 countries on mobile broadband penetration (26 connections per 100 inhabitants).

South Africa does have a national broadband plan, which was drafted in 2010. But there have been delays at the national level and lack of coordination of implementation at the local level, which have impeded the rapid distribution of broadband access. The Department of Communications is working to create a new broadband policy by November 2013 and should work to reduce delays and improve implementation. Ensuring that citizens from every economic level and in every part of the country can access a high speed connection is an essential step in creating a robust digital economy.
JORDAN

Jordan is seeing growth in usage of Internet services and the untapped potential for small businesses is huge. In 2011, there was a 92% increase – from USD 192 million to USD 370 million – in Jordanian Internet users’ spending on products and services online, including paying their bills. According to IMRG International, online commerce in the region is expected to reach an estimated USD 15 billion by 2015.

Jordanian sellers making use of the eBay Marketplace are no different from those of any other country – they export and reach customers in a large number of markets, as illustrated in the map below.

Our research shows that all commercial Jordanian sellers use eBay to export. Commercial sellers making use of the eBay Marketplace are reaching on average 28 different markets – whereas traditional Jordanian exporters only reach 3 different markets on average. Overall, sellers based in Jordan are reaching 93 different markets around the globe.

ALL DESTINATIONS REACHED BY COMMERCIAL SELLERS BASED IN JORDAN IN 2012
Jordanian businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace are thriving. Newcomers have a share of around 13% in overall sales, more than traditional firms in Jordan (2%). New eBay sellers also have a higher chance to survive — 69% compared to 48% for traditional firms. The concentration of sales by the top 5% of Jordanian sellers on eBay is only 34%, compared to 80% for traditional exporters. These findings are summarized in the chart below.

We have identified the following two policy factors that we believe support the trend towards increased uptake by both businesses and consumers of technology-enabled trade:

**Comprehensive National E-Commerce Strategy**

In 2007, Jordan’s Ministry of Information and Communications Technology drafted a thoughtful document — the National E-Commerce Strategy — describing how to develop the digital economy in Jordan. The document recognizes the gamut of policy areas that affect technology-enabled commerce including payments policy, consumer production, information communications technology, customs, and tax policy. The document notes shortcomings in Jordan’s current regulatory regime, the opportunities that are available to improve the situation, and sets out a vision and a strategy to promote a stronger digital economy. The vision of the document is simple:

"Jordan to become a 'leading' e-commerce centre in the region through the exploitation of its information technology capacity and the creativity of its people."
The National E-Commerce Strategy sets out specific actions to be taken to achieve this vision. For example, the document notes that there is a problem in Jordan with SMEs taking on e-commerce and so it proposes an action plan to increase SME capacity by running pilot e-commerce projects and demonstrations for SMEs. The model of creating a national e-commerce strategy should be replicated as it allows a government to look at the digital economy from a high-level and lay out an entire range of policy concerns and possible solutions.

**Competition in Electronic Payments**

The 2001 FTA between the US and Jordan was the world’s first trade agreement to include a chapter on e-commerce.40 Adjacent to the FTA is a Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce with a number of important principles and recommendations. In particular, the Joint Statement makes a strong declaration on electronic payment systems, which has unfortunately not been replicated in more recent trade documents:

> “Developments in this area should recognize the importance of private sector leadership, and should promote both a competitive market for, and user confidence in electronic payment systems.” 41

Jordan also recognized the central role of globally-accepted electronic payments in its National E-commerce strategy and laid out a specific action plan to increase consumer usage of electronic payment methods. Electronic payments are essential to creating a vibrant digital economy and Jordan should be applauded for its commitment to developing electronic payments for Jordanian businesses and consumers.

However, businesses in the Middle East region have not fully taken of to setting up online operations. Only 15% of businesses in the region have an online presence.42 Our research suggests there are some barriers to adding a digital element to retail operations: in comparison with the other countries assessed by this report, Jordan is not seeing newcomers taking a large market share.

We make the following recommendation to enhance an environment conducive to technology take-up:

**Reconsider the High Taxation on Mobile Phones**

The modern consumer connects to the digital economy through his/her smartphone. A Cabinet decision published in the Jordan Official Gazette in July 2013 raised the special tax on mobile phones to 16% from 8%. The decision also raised the tax on mobile subscriptions – pre- and post-paid – to 24% from 12%.43 This tax not only affects consumers but it also affects businesses of all types that are using mobile devices to optimize processes and develop new mobile services. The Jordanian Consumer Protection Society (CPS) has stated that it plans to file a lawsuit against the government because of the decision to raise taxes on mobile phones and subscription. The government should reconsider its high tax on a technology that is enabling business innovation and consumer empowerment in unprecedented ways.
India’s consumer-facing market for technology-enabled commerce grew at a whopping compound annual growth rate of 49.1% from 2007 to 2011 to reach a market size of USD 9.9 billion. India has the potential to double its economic contribution from the Internet in the next three years, from 1.6% of GDP at present to 2.8% - 3.3% by 2015. Google India reported that consumer interest in online shopping grew 128% year over year in 2012.

Our research demonstrates that practically all (98%) commercial Indian sellers using eBay to export, and they reach on average 31 different markets. Overall, sellers based in India are reaching 194 different markets around the globe, as illustrated by the map below.
Indian businesses utilizing the eBay Marketplace are thriving. New sellers account for around 32% of sales, and they have a 61% chance to remain active in their second year. The largest 5% of commercial sellers account for 48% of total sales, which is less than what can be found for traditional firms in many other countries (no comparable data is available for traditional firms in India). The chart below summarizes these results.47

We believe the following two policy actions are playing an important role in building the Global Empowerment Network in India:

**National Optical Fibre Network (NOFN)**

The Government of India approved on 25-10-2011 the setting up of National Optical Fiber Network (NOFN) to provide connectivity to all the 2,50,000 Gram Panchayats(GPs) in the country at cost of ~2B USD. The network is being rolled out rapidly and is expected reach full coverage in 2 years. This would ensure broadband connectivity with adequate bandwidth. This is to be achieved utilizing the existing optical fiber and extending it to the Gram Panchayats. NOFN has the potential to transform many aspects of millions of lives including video, data, internet, telephone services in areas such as education, business, entertainment, environment, health households and e-governance services.

In the last 5-10 years, India has significantly liberalized and opened up it telecom sector with broadband wireless, 2.3 GHz spectrum and 3G auctions to private sector companies for broadband & wireless services. In 2013, the government allowed Foreign Direct Investment in the telecom
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sector to 100%. The positive policy actions over last several years have resulted in a fast growing mobile telephony and data market with ~870M subscribers and one of the lowest tariffs in the world. The mobile Internet users in the country are expected to grow from 4.1 million users in 2009 to 164.8 million in 2015 at a CAGR of 85 percent.\textsuperscript{48}

Encouraging a “Less-Cash” Economy

The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) Payments System Vision document 2012 states:

\begin{quote}
\texttt{The overall regulatory policy stance is towards promoting a less cash/less paper society, the “green” initiative, and hence the increased emphasis on the use of electronic payment products and services that can be accessed anywhere and anytime by all at affordable prices. Embracing new technology and innovation to unveil a bouquet of simple low cost, easy to use modern payment products and services would be the corner stone of this endeavour.}\textsuperscript{49}
\end{quote}

This is an extremely positive statement as electronic payments methods empower consumers and improve security for the system. Cash and check, however, currently remain major methods of payment in India. RBI’s document recognizes the shortcomings of the current model and calls for a need to substitute cash-on-delivery with non-cash payment modes such as mobile wallets, cards etc.\textsuperscript{50}

With the rise of online commerce, it is important that electronic payment methods advance to meet the needs of the consumer. A regulatory policy that encourages a shift towards electronic payment methods will no doubt help the online commerce experience in India continue to thrive.

The RBI has also enhanced the limit for exports processed by an online payment gateway from $3000 to $10,000 per transaction. This will no doubt help Indian small business exporters to sell their locally manufactured goods around the world.

We would make the following recommendation to further the ability of small businesses to take advantage of an emerging Global Empowerment Network to reach and service customers worldwide:

Facilitated Procedures for Technology Enabled Trade

In 2012, the Ministry of Commerce recognized the importance of technology-enabled exports for small businesses.\textsuperscript{51} The Ministry of Commerce encouraged small businesses in India to begin to take advantage of technology services, and worked with thought leaders like the Federation of Indian Export Organizations to create seminars, incentives, and best practices to help ease the transition for small businesses. Implementation of these aspirations has proven to be difficult.

Now that a high-level commitment to technology enabled small businesses has been made, the government should enact procedural reforms to simplify export processes for small businesses. Currently, export clearance, notifications, VAT, services taxes, and valuation are all issues faced by technology enabled traders in India. Addressing these challenges through simplified procedures would be of tremendous benefit to the growing sector of technology enabled businesses.
Indonesia

Smartphones are seeing a significant uptick in ownership in Indonesia, according to a study from Australian market research company Roy Morgan Research. The firm found that between March 2012 and 2013, smartphone ownership doubled from 12% of the population to 24%. Smartphones are key to enabling businesses and consumers to access the Global Empowerment Network.

Our research finds that Indonesian “commercial sellers” using the eBay Marketplace are among those reaching the largest number of foreign markets. All of them export through eBay, and on average, such sellers reach 36 different foreign countries. Overall, Indonesian eBay sellers reach 162 of around 200 possible markets around the world (as shown in the map below).

What is more, newcomers are effective in gaining market shares – they typically account for 42% of all sales. Only 23% of sales are conducted by the largest 5% of all commercial sellers, which is a fairly low degree of concentration. 65% of new sellers survive their first year. The chart below summarizes these results.52

We have identified the following policy actions as supporting the positive developments and opportunities that we see in India:

- Fewer exports
- No exports
- Indonesia
- More exports

All destinations reached by commercial sellers based in Indonesia in 2012
Branchless Banking Pilot Programs

Indonesia has a large rural population; the Internet is an incredible tool for connecting this population to essential financial services. The Indonesian government has recognized this and is investing in branchless banking and mobile wallets through its National Financial Inclusion Strategy. The plan includes improving financial education and facilitating the ability of intermediaries to enter the process of giving consumers access to a variety of financial tools.

The key to the success of these investments will be to maintain an open and level playing field for competition in the mobile wallet environment. Allowing innovative new players to offer Indonesian consumers a mobile wallet solution will be imperative to ensuring that Indonesian customers are able to enjoy the benefits of a “cash-light” economy.
Reviewing Customs with the Aim of Trade Facilitation

In January of 2012 Indonesia signed the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Chapter 4 Article 4 of the FTA states:

“The customs administration of each Party shall review its customs procedures with a view to their simplification to facilitate trade.”

Frost & Sullivan predicts that the Indonesian logistics industry will grow 14.5% year-over-year in 2013. Frost and Sullivan credit the Government’s initiatives and development of the logistics industry for much of this growth. Yet, Indonesian customs processing is largely still done in paper form, and a move towards paperless trading could further enhance the productivity gains aimed at by the above provision.

We would make the following recommendation to strengthen the connectivity building block of the Global Empowerment Network in Indonesia:

Avoid Localization Proposals

The strength of the Internet is that it is an open distributed network enabling information to travel to its destination through the most efficient path. Introducing any additional barriers beyond basic protocols makes the network less efficient. Requiring that all businesses operating in Indonesia acquire a “.id” global top-level domain is an unnecessary burden on the Internet. It limits the potential of the Internet by bifurcating a website operators’ attention, perhaps unnecessarily, to a unique “.id” site. It should be up to the website operator to determine if s/he wishes to setup a “.id” site that is independent from its other sites.

There is an understandable desire for government to have law enforcement authority over websites operating in country. But, good faith corporate citizens will comply with law enforcement requests regardless of whether the corporate citizen has a domestic domain name. Domestic Indonesian businesses that are export-oriented will be harmed by this requirement since they will be forced to operate a “.id” alongside another international-facing global top-level domains even though their products are aimed primarily at international consumers.
THAILAND

Our analysis of commercial eBay sellers based in Thailand shows that such sellers reach on average 43 different foreign countries, and all Thai sellers combined reach practically all countries in the world — 198 out of just over 200 possible destinations — the highest numbers among the eight countries that we analyzed in depth. This can be seen in the following map.

All commercial Thai sellers using the eBay Marketplace are engaged in exporting. The share of sales made by “newcomers” is only 21% with many successful sellers having established a stable position in the market. 64% of newcomers survive their first year.
When comparing how Thai exports through eBay are affected by geographic distance, we found that there is no statistically significant effect of distance. This is in contrast to traditional exports from Thailand, for which we found that a 10% increase in distance to a country on average reduces trade by 6%.

We have identified the following policy actions as promoting the ability of technology-powered businesses to build global operations as well as the very fundamental uptake of technology:

**Electronic Submission of Trade Administration Documents**

Small technology-enabled traders can benefit tremendously from being able to access customs forms and other trade administration documents online. These businesses are accustomed to conducting business online, and having to obtain paper copies of customs forms and turn them in to a physical location can be a large burden. An example at point is the Thailand-Australia Free Trade Agreement (TAFTA, 2005) which contains a provision on Paperless Trading in its Article 1107. It stipulates as the general rule that the parties shall accept the electronic format of trade administration documents as the legal equivalent of paper documents.
An agreement to work together in international forums to enhance the acceptance of electronic trade documents is important as harmonizing rules across the international landscape is key for the global digital economy. The World Trade Organization Trade Facilitation Agreement would be an ideal venue for nations to cooperate to push for more electronic acceptance.

Moreover, electronic acceptance is merely the first stage in optimizing customs for the 21st century. Online submission, interoperable systems, and application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable importers and exporters to plug data elements into a customs agency’s back-end system should be aspirations that customs agencies around the world should aspire to.

Working to Increase Internet Access

Thailand’s efforts to bridge the gap between those who benefit from technology and those that do not began in earnest in 2003. The “Budget PC project” brought millions of computers to Thai citizens.61 The Ministry of Information and Communication Technology been working hard to provide accessible Internet to the disadvantaged and disabled.62 In a survey of rural Thai, 60% of respondents reported using the Internet daily for e-mail. Notably, only 24% of those surveyed reported they used the Internet daily for online shopping and only 12% reported using the Internet daily for mobile banking.63 These figures indicate that while much has been done to increase access to the Internet there is still more that can be done to tie rural Thai into the global digital economy.

One example what Thailand could do to improve access to the Global Empowerment Network is the regulatory environment, as we will explain next.

Intermediary Liability for Offenses of Third Party Users

Thailand’s Computer-Related Offences Commission Act has been the subject of controversy as a result of provisions, which arguably could hold intermediaries liable for content placed on their platforms by third parties.64 Section 15 of the Act holds service providers liable if they “intentionally support or consents” to an offense of the Act.65

There is a need to target the enforcement of Internet crimes in a smart and tailored manner. Intermediaries should not be held responsible so long as they take the content down after receiving valid notice from the relevant authorities and cooperate within a reasonable framework. The principles behind Section 15 of the Computer-Related Offenses Commission Act should not be adopted in other provisions.

Consumer protection and security are legitimate goals for regulation, but regulation must be aimed at the actor that has violated the law rather than the platform that the actor has used. It is neither technically possible nor economically feasible for intermediaries to monitor all of their users’ actions. Thailand should consider creating a safe harbor provision for intermediaries that exempts them from liability for the actions of their users.
CONCLUSION

Perhaps the single most important finding from this extended research is that the very same trends and benefits we saw in developed markets are present and, in fact, amplified in developing markets. We see that geographic distance has little negative impact on online trade flows arising from developing markets. We also see that commercial sellers on eBay in the eight selected developing and emerging markets are almost all multi-country exporters reaching on average 30 to 40 different foreign markets.

Our research confirms that the Global Value Chains model (i.e., whereby small businesses enter the global market by becoming a part of the production process of a much larger firm) is not the only way for small businesses to reach and service consumers in international markets. The combination of the Internet and digital services make it possible for businesses anywhere to reach consumers everywhere. This means that sustainable global operations can spring out of small local establishments: the bringing together of services and conditions that can be adapted to meet the needs of small businesses everywhere in the world is making way for an alternative, complementary, path to globalization. We are witnessing the proliferation of what can be called the “Global Empowerment Network”.

The Global Empowerment Network is underpinned by technology, but its effectiveness also depends on the right legal rules and administrative procedures. This report identifies the following policy areas as key for creating the right conditions that enable small businesses to tap into global customer bases:

- Investment in Open, Interconnected Broadband and Smartphone Technology
- Optimized and Harmonized Shipping and Postal Regimes
- Robust Intermediary Liability Protections
- Increased and Harmonized De Minimis Thresholds
- International Exhaustion of Copyright and Trademark
- Promoting Electronic Payment Methods
- Improved Customs Processes Through Increased Technology Adoption
- Recognition of Technology-Enabled SMEs and the Global Empowerment Network in Free Trade Agreements

We are excited about the continued growth of the Global Empowerment Network and believe it will be an integral part of global trade in the future.
APPENDIX 1 – DATA SOURCES

The analytical results shown in this paper are based on two different eBay datasets: a global dataset of eBay trade flows, and a more detailed dataset for the eight countries covered in detail.

- The global dataset contains all global eBay transactions disaggregated by location (country) of buyer and seller. It also allows disaggregating the data further into sales based on different rating levels of the seller.66

- The in-depth analysis of eight different countries (Chile, Peru, Ukraine, South Africa, Jordan, India, Indonesia and Thailand) was made based on a dataset that contains information on sales conducted by all sellers based in these countries, including the location of the buyer (by country) and for several years (2008-2012). For the most part, the analysis was done by considering only those eBay sellers with annual sales of at least USD 10’000 (“commercial sellers”).

To allow for comparisons with the “traditional” world, i.e., traditional companies, we have used a number of other datasets:

- For direct comparison with traditional exporters, we have used a new database developed by the World Bank that contains information on all exporters based in a number of countries.67 Out of the eight countries covered by our in-depth analysis, four are covered and thus allow for direct comparison (Chile, Jordan, Peru and South Africa). This database contains, for example, information on the average number of countries to which exporters sell, or the level of concentration of exports among exporters.

- We have also used results from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys, which are representative surveys conducted among a selection of firms in each country.68 The key variable we have used is information on the share of firms that are exporting. This survey covers all of the eight countries in focus.

- For the gravity analysis, we have used data on “traditional” exports from each country, which is taken from the Comtrade database.69
APPENDIX 2 – ANALYSIS OF DISTANCE EFFECT

OVERVIEW

We have used a regression analysis to compare the impact that geographic distance has on exports conducted through eBay, and how this compares with the effect it has on traditional exports. The method that we used is the so-called gravity regression. The finding that distance matters much less for eBay trade than for traditional (“offline”) trade has been made previously in a paper by Lendle et al. (2012), who showed – based on eBay trade flows between 62 countries – that distance matters about 65% less for eBay than for traditional trade. These findings are now confirmed with a more comprehensive dataset that included all countries.

METHOD

The gravity regression is a regression analysis in which the impact of geographic distance between two countries (measured as the great-circle distance between their economic centers) on trade flows is assessed. Similarly, one can assess the impact of other country-pair variables, such as whether countries have signed a free-trade agreement with each other. In technical terms, one uses a dataset of bilateral trade flows between countries and regresses these trade flows against distance and other indicators. With countries labelled as i and j, a simple gravity regression looks as follows:

\[ \text{Trade}_{ij} = \beta_1 \times \text{distance} + \beta_2 \times \text{FTA} + \beta_3 \times \text{border} + \ldots + \Sigma_{ij} \]

In this example, the effect of trade is assumed to be driven by distance, whether countries have signed an FTA and whether they share a common border (the latter two are dummy variables taking the values 0 or 1).

The results illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 are based on a gravity regression using a dataset of eBay trade flows between all countries, and using an average across the years 2010-12. For the individual results of the eight countries covered by the in-depth analysis (as shown in Figure 6), a simpler form of the gravity regression was used, in which only exports from one exporting country to all its partner countries are considered. This means that one cannot control for idiosyncratic properties of individual countries and such results should therefore be interpreted more carefully.

In both cases, eBay exports are compared with “traditional” exports taken from the Comtrade database. Only a subset of these trade flows was used, namely only trade flows in products similar to the ones typically traded on eBay.

DETAILED RESULTS

The following table shows results for regressions, on which the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 are based. Note that the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 are the trade-reducing effects of distance, obtained by multiplying regression effects by -1.
### APPENDIX TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>Figure 2 (left)</th>
<th>Figure 2 (middle, right)</th>
<th>Figure 3</th>
<th>eBay traditional (offline)</th>
<th>eBay traditional (offline)</th>
<th>eBay</th>
<th>eBay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>-0.312***</td>
<td>-1.835***</td>
<td>-0.419***</td>
<td>-1.813***</td>
<td>-0.376***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0151)</td>
<td>(0.0335)</td>
<td>(0.0177)</td>
<td>(0.0388)</td>
<td>(0.0132)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance * developing c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.307***</td>
<td>-0.0639</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0241)</td>
<td>(0.0550)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common legal system</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>-0.348***</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>-0.348***</td>
<td>0.00266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0225)</td>
<td>(0.0455)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
<td>(0.0454)</td>
<td>(0.0201)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No colonial link</td>
<td>-0.209*</td>
<td>-0.770***</td>
<td>-0.195*</td>
<td>-0.772***</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.112)</td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.112)</td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.120)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common language</td>
<td>-0.533***</td>
<td>-1.464***</td>
<td>-0.541***</td>
<td>-1.464***</td>
<td>-0.476***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0308)</td>
<td>(0.0628)</td>
<td>(0.0307)</td>
<td>(0.0628)</td>
<td>(0.0267)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common border</td>
<td>-0.304***</td>
<td>-0.915***</td>
<td>-0.381***</td>
<td>-0.900***</td>
<td>-0.253***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0773)</td>
<td>(0.2020)</td>
<td>(0.0747)</td>
<td>(0.203)</td>
<td>(0.0773)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No FTA</td>
<td>-0.832***</td>
<td>-0.708***</td>
<td>-0.832***</td>
<td>-0.708***</td>
<td>-0.678***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0357)</td>
<td>(0.0688)</td>
<td>(0.0355)</td>
<td>(0.0688)</td>
<td>(0.0302)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common currency</td>
<td>-1.009***</td>
<td>(0.1180)</td>
<td>-0.949***</td>
<td>-0.129</td>
<td>-1.338***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0617)</td>
<td>(0.143)</td>
<td>(0.0611)</td>
<td>(0.143)</td>
<td>(0.0567)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-rated seller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.367***</td>
<td>-0.367***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0808)</td>
<td>(0.0808)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance * top-rated seller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0553***</td>
<td>0.0553***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00914)</td>
<td>(0.00914)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>40,018</td>
<td>38,148</td>
<td>40,018</td>
<td>38,148</td>
<td>84,478</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

- Columns 1 and 2 show the distance effects for eBay and traditional trade. One can see that the distance coefficient on eBay is only -0.312, which means that a 10% increase in distance reduces trade by about 3%. For traditional trade, the coefficient is much larger (in absolute terms). A 10% increase in distance reduces trade by 18%.

- Columns 3 and 4 show results of a modified gravity regression, in which a dummy variable was used for developing country exporters. The distance coefficient thus shows the distance effect for developed countries (-0.419), whereas the distance coefficient for developing countries can be calculated by adding 0.307, which gives an overall distance coefficient for developing countries of -0.419 + 0.307 = -0.112.

Offline, the distance effect for developed countries (-1.813) is even less strong (though only slightly) than for developing countries (-1.813 – 0.0639 = -1.877).

- Column 5 shows results of another modified gravity regression. Here, eBay trade is split into exports by normal sellers (which gives the baseline result of a distance effect of -0.376) and exports by top-rated sellers. For the latter, the distance coefficient can be calculated by adding the relevant results (-0.376 + 0.0553 = -0.321). The distance effect is thus less strong for top-rated sellers.
The table below shows detailed results of gravity regressions done individually for each of the eight countries covered by the in-depth analysis, as summarized above in Figure 6.

**APPENDIX TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>Indonesia</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Jordan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eBay exports</td>
<td>traditional (offline) exports</td>
<td>eBay exports</td>
<td>traditional (offline) exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.867***</td>
<td>1.075***</td>
<td>1.193***</td>
<td>1.064***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0828)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td>(0.0671)</td>
<td>(0.0460)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
<td>-1.735***</td>
<td>0.0898</td>
<td>-0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.471)</td>
<td>(0.529)</td>
<td>(0.396)</td>
<td>(0.300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common legal system</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>1.201***</td>
<td>-0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.399)</td>
<td>(0.424)</td>
<td>(0.373)</td>
<td>(0.240)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No colonial link</td>
<td>-2.024***</td>
<td>1.578***</td>
<td>-1.879***</td>
<td>1.284***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.548)</td>
<td>(0.508)</td>
<td>(0.290)</td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common language</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>-3.290***</td>
<td>-0.0718</td>
<td>-0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.620)</td>
<td>(0.570)</td>
<td>(0.587)</td>
<td>(0.352)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common border</td>
<td>-1.403</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>-0.524</td>
<td>1.800***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.930)</td>
<td>(0.671)</td>
<td>(0.905)</td>
<td>(0.561)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No FTA</td>
<td>-1.656***</td>
<td>-0.567</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.345)</td>
<td>(0.376)</td>
<td>(0.681)</td>
<td>(0.493)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No common currency</td>
<td>-1.377</td>
<td>-4.222***</td>
<td>-1.377</td>
<td>-4.222***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.758)</td>
<td>(1.199)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.263)</td>
<td>(4.572)</td>
<td>(3.346)</td>
<td>(2.630)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
For example, one can see that the distance coefficient for eBay exports from Chile (first column) is only -0.299 and not significantly different from zero, whereas distance has a significant and large negative impact on traditional exports, with a distance coefficient of -1.735 (second column). Note that importer GDP is added as a variable to these regressions because it is not possible to control for importer fixed effects. Also note that some of the other explanatory variables cannot be used for some countries. For example, most of the eight countries do not share a common currency with any other country, and thus it is not possible to assess the impact of a common currency on exports.

Results of these regressions should be interpreted more carefully because they are based on much fewer observations.
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